
 

Part A:

Question 1)

Mr T ("T") by application of the Italian Maltese double tax treaty should not be 

considered to be a resident of Malta. Under Maltese domestic law, even so there is no 

clear definition of residence, the fact that he does not spend more than 183 days per year 

in Malta is arguing against residence in Malta. This being said, there is notion of an 

habitual residence, since T made it a "habit" to visit Malta very very regularly, year after 

year for an amount of days more than just a few days. For the sake of the argument, 

should T trigger double residency in Malta and Italy, the tie breaker rule in the MT-IT 

DTA under Article 4 "Fiscal Domicile" would probably make him a resident of Italy, due 

to the fact that 90 days per year in a budget hotel do not establish the required degree of 

"permanence" that one would expect from a "permanent home". (ready to move in, 

constantly available etc). We do not know about T's Italian residency but presumably he 

lives there permanently. Should T still be considered to have a permanent home in MT 

and IT, than the "centre of vital interests" question will most probably not point to a MT 

residency: it is hard to justify that one's life's VITAL interests can be established in a 

budget hotel room. 

To comment on the Options

Option 1: 

- Transfer of lease agreement is taxable for income tax purposes, is VAT exempt and no

duty on documents will be levied.

- Selling of equipment is taxable for income tax purposes, is VATable and no duty on

documents will be levied.

- Selling of trademarks is taxable for income tax purposes, is VATable and no duty on

documents will be levied.

- Distribution from the MTA attracts no further (WH) tax whereas distribution from the



UTA will attract a 15% WHT. 

- On liquidation the stripping of / sales of assets is  taxable for income tax purposes, 
generally VATable and in this case should not attract stamp duty (no immovable property 
in Malta or shareholders resident in Malta)

Option 2:

Capital gains under Maltese law ITA 12.1.c.ii on the transfer / selling of shares are 

exempt. 

Capital gains from the transfer of shares under the MT IT Treaty are only taxable at the 

place / residence of the seller, in our case Italy. 

Both scenarios of option two are not taxable in Malta under income tax. 

Re Duty on Documents (Stamp Duty): T can apply for a stamp duty exemption with the 

MBR before transferring. If granted, then both transfers will not trigger any charge. 

Alternatively he sends a completed "Schedule E" Form to the Inland Revenue when 

affecting the transfer and should be likewise get an exemption.

No VAT is charged on the share transfers. 

Option 3:  

Option 4:

The donation of the shares to T's son follows the same logic and answer as for  Option 2. 

Option 5:

On liquidation the stripping of / sale of assets is taxable for income tax purposes, 

generally VATable and in this case should not attract stamp duty (no immovable property 



 

in Malta or shareholders resident in Malta) 

Option 6:

The cross border merger will not trigger any income tax, stamp duty or VAT if will be 

executed under the EU Cross Border Directive 2005/56/EC. Since the EU fundamental 

freedoms for things such as capital, establishment and movement are so fundamental to 

the functioning of the EU, a restructuring of one's company (so long the ultimate 

beneficial ownership does not change and remains within the EU)cannot be taxed, as it 

would hinder the latter freedoms. 

----------------------------------------------------------------

Part A:

Question 2)

- Legal fees are fully tax deductible.

- Consultancy fees generally are tax deductible. In this case one could argue that the

expenses are not IN the production of the income but FOR  the production of the income

since it is for a new market and such fees might not be tax deductible but a capital

expense.

- For the Italian withholding tax the company should get double taxation relief in form a

tax credit, provided for by the DTA Italy - Malta.

- For the Japanese withholding tax the company should get double taxation relief in form

a tax credit, provided for by the unilateral tax relief (in the absence of a double taxation

treaty Japan - Malta)

- The compensation payment will not be deductible as it is not in the production of the

income and it is not listed under Article 14 ITA (deductions)

- The software development can be of a capital and in that case is only tax deductible as

part of the capital allowances. If however the company trades in software development

the fee  might be tax deductible as consultancy fee.



 

- The consideration paid for the patent is of a capital nature and only tax deductible as

part of the capital allowances.

- The consideration paid for the building block is of a capital nature and only tax

deductible as part of the capital allowances.

- The ex gratia payment is employee costs and tax deductible. One could argue, if the

payment is of a voluntary nature, that a deduction is not allowed under ITA Art 26(g)

- For the Libyan WHT the company should get double taxation relief in form a tax credit,

provided for by the treaty Libya - Malta.

-For the Libyan defence tax the company should get double taxation relief in form a tax

credit, provided for by the treaty Libya - Malta.

- Depending on the fact, if the contract to be registered would be in or for the production

the expense could be tax deductible straight away (of IN the production of the income).

There is an argument, that the stamp duty in Libya might be treated as capital expenditure

in Malta .(part of acquisition costs of the registration, FOR the production of the income.)

- Interest is generally tax deductible up to 30% of the tax adjusted EBITDA. The limit of

30% derives from the EU Anti Tax Avoidance Directive as implemented by LN411.2018

into Maltese law and applies for borrowing exceeding 3 Million EUR (conditions apply)

- If the client entertainment happens strictly in the course of business  and in the

production of the income, it would tax deductible. It would be prudent to classify both as

meeting costs.
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Part B 

Question 3

1 & 2 

- Foreign passive interest and royalties will be allocated to the FIA  subject to tax charge,

double taxation relieves and tax refunds up to 5/7th. The effective net tax rate is 10%



minus any credit for double taxation relief. 

- Investment income subject to WHT - FTA - The effective net tax rate is 0%

- If the participation exemption (ITA 12.1u) can be and will be utilized, the profits of 
dividends from a PE outside the EU are allocated to the FTA. The effective net tax rate is 
0%

If no exemption is utilized the profits will be allocated to the FIA, subject to tax charge, 

double taxation relief (FRFTC) and tax refunds

The effective net tax rate is 6.25% to 0%

- Profits from foreign royalties will be allocated to the FIA, subject to tax charge, double

taxation relief (FRFTC) and tax refunds. The effective net tax rate is 6.25% to 0%

- Consultancy fees will allocated to the MTA. The effective net tax rate is 5%

- Foreign capital gains will be allocated the FIA both for the trademark and the domain.

The effective net tax rate is 6.25% to 0%

- Profits from trading virtual currency will be allocated to the MTA. The effective net tax

rate is 5%

- Dividends from the 100% EU subsidiary: If the participation exemption (ITA 12.1u) can

be and will be utilized, the profits of dividends from a PE outside the EU are allocated to

the FTA. The effective net tax rate is 0%

 If no exemption is utilized the profits will be allocated to the FIA, subject to tax charge, 

double taxation relieves (DTA) and tax refunds.

The effective net tax rate is 5% or lower. 

- For dividends from a Cayman island company ITA 12.1.u cannot be elected, therefore

the income will be allocated the FIA, subject to tax charge, double taxation relief

(FRFTC) and tax refunds. The effective net tax rate is 5% or lower.
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Part C

Question 5 

2) The company is not MT company therefore the sale of the ship is not taxable in Malta

for income tax purposes and will and will not attract any stamp duty / duty on documents.

Should the sale of the ship tax place outside the EU / Malta, with the place of supply

outside the transaction outside the EU or Malta, then it is not VATable. If for one reason

the place of supply is within the EU (while the ship is undergoing repairs in Malta) then

the transaction might be in the scope of EU VAT.

Question 6: 

1) 

2) 

- Place of supply Malta

- Place of supply not Malta

- Place of supply Malta

- Place of supply Malta

- Place of supply not Malta

3) 

- 18%

- 18%

- 5%

- 18%

- 18% / 7% if licence under the Malta Travel and Tourism Services Act

- 7%


